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ELECTRIC & PETROL LOG SPLITTERS PETROL WOOD CHIPPERS

BE’s line of industrial, engine-driven and electric log splitters 
are the professional’s pick for a high quality, heavy duty farm 
worthy units  These premium splitters have many features 
such as a solid steel full I-beams, fenders, oil filtration options, 
standard or Hydraulic Lift options, and heavy duty hitches. 

BE’s Range of rotary drum & flywheel wood chippers are 
capable of handling branches that are up to 100mm (4”) 
thick. They are also able to shred smaller Items such 
as foliage, bushy material, weeds and leaves. Built with 
large hoppers means that less preparation and trimming 
of branches is needed. 

Different models available to suit everyone from 
domestic gardening, Lifestyle block owners & landscape 
gardeners.

MASTERPAC RAMMERS
PMR68H

Masterpac four stroke rammers are 
perfectly balanced to deliver hard hitting 
compaction as well as operator comfort 
whilst delivering low noise and vibration to 
the operator.

Model PMR68H
Operating Weight kg 68

Shoe Size (w x l) mm 285 X 330

Jumping Stroke mm 40-85

Impact Force (Max) kN 12.8

Engine Model Honda

- Complete with blade and skid  
 plate
- Folding handle to reduce space 
 during transportation
- Suiable for control joint cutting  
 in green concrete
- Maximum depth of cut 30mm
- Long working life
- Robust frame construction
- Powered by Honda GX120

EARLY ENTRY SAW
BNSC150

Model BNMP80
Operating Weight kg 90

Plate Size (w x l) mm 460x610

Centrifugal Force (Max) kN 7000

Engine Make Honda

Engine Model GX160

COMPACTORS
BNMP80

FLOOR/ROAD SAWS
PMF20

Model PMF20
Engine GX390QXC9, 13 hp

Blade Size mm 500

Depth of Cut mm 184

Dimensions mm 1016x1143x330

Weight kg 125

- Robust design
- Direct drive 2.2kW motor 10 Amp
- Floating Dust shroud
- Lightweight
- Vacuum port
- Wet Dry Use

CUB GRINDER
BNGRINDER


